Guidelines for Recycling

PLASTIC BAGS & FILM

NOT LISTED? ASK US!

- CLEAN, EMPTY, DRY OK
- GROCERY & PRODUCE BAGS OK
- CASEWRAP & OVERWRAP OK
  - soda, water, canned goods & paper towel, toilet paper
- NEWSPAPER SLEEVES OK
- BREAD BAGS OK (empty crumbs)
- DRY CLEANING BAGS OK
- CLEAR BAGS & WRAP OK (with stretch)
  - around clothing, magazines, electronics
- OTHER OK bubble wrap, ultra thin foam sheets

REMOVE ANY BAGS THAT CONTAINED FOOD!

- NO FROZEN FOOD, SALAD GREENS, CHEESE, MEAT, FISH, SUGAR, NUTS, CANDY, CHIPS, CRACKERS, COOKIES, FLOUR, GRAPES, ETC.
- NO BAGS WITH NYLON NETTING
- NO BEDDING BAGS WITH ZIPPERS
- NO CELLOPHANE TYPE PACKAGING
- NO BIODEGRADABLE BAGS
- NO SARAN WRAP
- NO 6-PACK RINGS
- NO VISQUEEN
- NO WINE BOX POUCHES